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Homeobox-containing genes play an important role in patterning processes that occur during embryogenesis. Programmed
cell death is a key process during pattern formation. The mechanisms by which programmed cell death is spatially regulated
are not well characterized. Msx1 and Msx2 are two closely related homeobox-containing genes that are expressed at sites
where cellular proliferation and programmed cell death occur, including the developing limb and the cephalic neural crest.
Tissue interactions are necessary for the maintenance of Msx1 and Msx2 expression and programmed cell death. It has
been demonstrated that BMP4 can regulate cell death at these same sites as well as induce Msx expression. These observa-
tions lead to the hypothesis that Msx2 is a key regulator of cell death in the BMP-mediated pathway. Embryonic stem cell
lines will undergo processes typical of early embryogenesis upon aggregation and have recently been shown to provide a
model system for programmed cell death. In contrast to ES cells, we see that P19 cells do not undergo pronounced cell
death upon aggregation; however, constitutive ectopic Msx2 expression in P19 cells results in a marked increase in apoptosis
induced upon aggregation but has no effect when cells are grown as a monolayer. If aggregates are allowed to interact with
a substrate, the process of programmed cell death is completely inhibited. Addition of BMP4 to aggregated P19 cells also
results in cell death; however, BMP4 does not increase levels of cell death in Msx2-expressing cells. Addition of BMP4 to
P19 cells results in an induction of Msx2 transcription consistent with its proposed role in cell death in the embryo. Our
data support a model by which BMP4 induces programmed cell death via an Msx2-mediated pathway and provide direct
functional evidence that Msx2 expression is a regulator of this process. q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION loshin et al., 1995). These observations are consistent with
the expression of Msx1 in undifferentiated proliferative
Programmed cell death (PCD) is a widespread mechanism cells of the embryo and adult (Robert et al., 1991; Pavlova
involved in patterning the embryo (reviewed by Saunders et al., 1994; Wang and Sassoon 1995).
and Gasseling, 1968; Hinchliffe, 1981; Snow, 1987). Msx1 Several studies point to Msx2 as a possible regulator of
and Msx2 are patterning genes expressed at sites where cel- cell death in the embryo. For instance, the talpid2(ta2) chick
lular proliferation and PCD occur, including the developing limb mutant (Dvorak and Fallon, 1991) does not undergo
limb and the cephalic neural crest (reviewed by Davidson, normal PCD in the anterior and posterior limb bud border
1995). Evidence for the participation of Msx1 and Msx2 in and does not express Msx2 in the limb mesoderm (Krabben-
PCD is circumstantial and based primarily on a close associ- hoft and Fallon, 1992). Moreover, Msx2 has been implicated
ation of the temporal±spatial expression patterns with sites in PCD of neural crest derived from speci®c rhombomeres
of PCD in the embryo (Davidson, 1995), although a func- during development (Graham et al., 1993, 1994). Tissue in-
tional relationship has not yet been established. We have teractions are necessary for the maintenance of Msx1 and
previously demonstrated that constitutive expression of Msx2 expression (Robert et al., 1991; Graham et al., 1993;
Msx1 in determined cell lines blocks differentiation and Davidson, 1995; Wang and Sassoon, 1995) and PCD (Fallon
leads to a proliferative and transformed phenotype, whereas and Saunders, 1968; Saunders and Gasseling, 1968; Hurle
Msx2 has no effect in these assays (Song et al., 1992). More and Ganan, 1986; Graham et al., 1993; Coucouvanis and
recently, somatic cell hybrid studies have revealed that the Martin, 1995). Growth factors such as bFGFs and BMPs can
human MSX1 locus directly represses the conversion of induce or maintain Msx1 and Msx2 expression; however,
these factors are effective only if speci®c cell±cell interac-10T1/2 ®broblasts by 5-azacytidine to several lineages (Wo-
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blue exclusion. R1 ES cells were grown on embryonal feeder cellstions are maintained (Vainio et al., 1993; Wang and Sassoon,
in DMEM (GIBCO) supplemented with 15% fetal calf serum1995). Of particular relevance is the role of BMP4 which
(Hyclone), 20 mM Hepes, 0.1 mM nonessential amino acidshas been demonstrated to induce apoptosis in the cephalic
(GIBCO), 0.1 mM b-mercaptoethanol (Sigma), and 500 U/ml of leu-neural crest (Graham et al., 1994) and in the chick limb
kemia inhibitory factor (LIF) (GIBCO) as previously described (Nagy(Ganan et al., 1996). In the chick limb, introduction of a
et al., 1993). Embryoid bodies were obtained by growing cells in
dominant-negative BMP-receptor results in decreased inter- petri dishes (VWR) in medium without LIF and with 10% fetal calf
digital cell death and a speci®c decrease in levels of Msx2 serum.
transcripts (Zou and Niswander, 1996). Trypan blue exclusion assay. Whole aggregates were resus-
Coucouvanis and Martin (1995) have recently demon- pended in serum-free media and an equal volume of 0.4% trypan
blue (Sigma) was added. After 10 min, the reaction was stopped bystrated that PCD, characteristic of early gastrulation, can
adding excess PBS. Aggregates were collected by gentle centrifuga-be reproduced using embryonic stem cells (ES) or embryonal
tion and resuspended in PBS for analysis. In the case of the platedcarcinoma cell lines (EC) induced to form embryoid bodies.
aggregates, a 0.4% trypan blue solution was diluted 1:2 in serum-These and other studies indicate that cell±cell interactions
free medium and added to the aggregates in the dish for 13 min.are required for PCD and that cell±matrix interactions can
Aggregates were gently washed in serum-free medium and com-inhibit this process (Meredith et al., 1993; Boudreau et al.,
plete medium was added for analysis.
1995; Coucouvanis and Martin, 1995). In this study, we In situ hybridization. Procedures for hybridization were used
have investigated the contribution of Msx2 to the process as previously described (Sassoon and Rosenthal, 1993). Brie¯y, cells
of PCD using the P19 embryonal carcinoma cell line which or aggregates were ®xed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS and pro-
gives rise to ectodermal and mesodermal lineages following cessed for in situ hybridization. Fixed aggregates were embedded
in paraf®n and 5-mm serial sections were collected. Slides wereaggregation and treatment with retinoic acid (RA) (Jones-
processed for standard autoradiography using NTB2 Kodak emul-Villeneuve et al., 1982; McBurney et al., 1982). Here we
sion and exposed for 10 days at 47C. Analysis was carried out usingreport that Msx1 and Msx2 are induced by aggregation in
both phase and dark®eld optics on a Leitz DM microscope. TheP19 embryonal carcinoma cell lines and in the R1 embry-
RNA probe used for Msx2 was prepared from the murine cDNAonic stem cell line-derived embryoid bodies. The expression
fragment subcloned into PCRII and linearized with SauI at positionpattern of Msx2 and cell death show a similar distribution
1260. The RNA probe used for Msx1 was prepared from the murine
in these cell lines. Ectopic Msx2 expression in P19 cells cDNA fragment subcloned into pBluescript and linearized with
results in a two- to ®vefold increase in apoptosis induced EcoNI at position 998. Both probes were generated using the T7
by aggregation. We further demonstrate that cell±substrate promoter and are primarily or uniquely 3*UTR sequences.
interactions can inhibit the process of PCD. Furthermore, DAPI staining. Sections were treated with xylene to remove
paraf®n and quickly dehydrated through a series of graded ethanols.we demonstrate that BMP4 increases cell death in aggre-
Sections were brie¯y rinsed in PBS and incubated with DAPIgated P19 cells but does not have any effect on Msx2-ex-
(Sigma) at a concentration of 2 mg/ml for 1 hr at room temperature.pressing cells which already display maximal levels of PCD.
Sections were washed in PBS, mounted in glycerol/PBS, and viewedAddition of BMP4 induces de novo expression of Msx2 in
with a Zeiss Axiophot microscope.P19 cells in monolayers without inducing cell death. These
Transfection. Msx2 full-length cDNA (kindly provided by R.data suggest that Msx2 is involved in the spatial regulation
Hill) was subcloned into the pEMSVa2 expression vector at an
of cell death and that cell±cell interactions are a prerequi- EcoRI site in either the sense or the reverse orientation (Song et
site for cell death while cell±substrate interactions promote al., 1992). Cells were grown at 50% con¯uency and transfected
cell survival. Our data further suggest that BMP4-induced with Msx2 and pSVneo (50:1 molar ratio) by CaPO4 precipitation
apoptosis is mediated by Msx2 expression. as previously described (Sambrook et al., 1989).
Electron microscopy. f8 cells were collected in PBS after 3 days
of aggregation and ®xed overnight in 1% paraformaldehyde, 1%
glutaraldehyde in PBS. Fixed aggregates were treated with osmiumMATERIALS AND METHODS
tetroxide with potassium ferricyanide, dehydrated, and embedded
into Epon. Thin sections were stained with uranyl acetate±lead
Cell culture. P19 cells were grown in a-MEM (GIBCO) supple- citrate before viewing on a Zeiss 10 transmission electron micro-
mented with 10% fetal calf serum (Sigma) (growth medium) as scope.
previously described (Rudnicki, 1987, #171). To generate aggregates
of similar size and cell number, cells were aggregated by the ``hang-
ing drop'' method at a concentration of 5 1 104 cells/ml and a drop RESULTSsize of 12 ml (Rudnicki and McBurney, 1987) and grown in bacterial-
grade petri dishes (VWR) in growth medium with or without reti-
Msx1, Msx2, and PCD Are Induced in P19 Cells bynoic acid (0.5 mM) (Sigma) and human recombinant BMP4 (100 ng/
Aggregationml) (kind gift of Genetic Institute, Cambridge, MA) for up to 4
days. Monolayers were grown directly on glass chamber slides (Lab-
When P19 cells are grown as a monolayer for 4 days intek) with or without RA or BMP4. For the rescue experiments,
either the presence or absence of RA (Table 1), neither Msx1aggregation was carried out for 1 and 2 days in the presence of RA.
(Figs. 1A and 1B) nor Msx2 (Figs. 1C and 1D) is detectableAggregates were then collected, resuspended in growth medium
by in situ hybridization. Following 2 days of aggregation inwithout RA, and plated on tissue culture-grade plastic dishes (Fal-
con). After 2 and 3 days, the aggregates were assayed for trypan the presence of RA, Msx1 expression is detectable in the
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TABLE 1 studying the contribution of Msx2 to PCD. The use of ES
Relative Expression of Msx1 and Msx2 in P19 Cells and EC cells as a model for PCD accompanying cavitation
of the early embryo has been recently documented (Coucou-0RA /RA vanis and Martin, 1995). To verify whether Msx1 and Msx2
expression precedes cavitation in ES cells induced to formMsx1 Msx2 Msx1 Msx2
embryoid bodies, we analyzed R1 embryoid bodies at a stage
Monolayer 4 days 0 0 0 0 just prior to cavitation by in situ hybridization. As shown
Aggregates 2 days / { // / in Fig. 2, the hybridization pattern is very similar to that
Aggregates 3 days /// // /// // observed for P19 cells. Transcripts for both genes are present
Aggregates 4 days /// // /// // in a discrete and overlapping region of the embryoid bodies;
however, we note that Msx2 expression is stronger thanNote. P19 cells grown as monolayer with or without RA do not
that of Msx1 in contrast to P19 cells which have low levelsexpress detectable levels of Msx2 or Msx1 as detected by in situ
of Msx2. We note that ES cells undergo cavitation, whilehybridization (see Fig. 1). Transcripts for Msx1 are clearly detect-
able after 2 days of aggregation and treatment with RA. In the P19 cells have a regionalized and low amount of cell death,
absence of RA the signal for Msx1 is randomly distributed, whereas further implicating Msx2 involvement in PCD. This differ-
in the presence of RA the signal is localized within the aggregates. ence in cell death behavior makes P19 cells an ideal model
Msx2 is detectable in the majority of the aggregates after 2 days of for inducing cell death by either exogenous factors or ec-
aggregation in the presence of RA and is just above background topic gene expression.
levels in the absence of RA. By 3 days of aggregation both genes
are expressed under either 0RA or /RA conditions. The signal is
localized to speci®c overlapping areas of the aggregate; however, Aggregates of Msx2-Expressing Cells Exhibit
Msx2 is more restricted than Msx1. We note that not all aggregates Altered Morphologies and a Marked Increase
are positive for Msx1 and Msx2. {, just above background; /, in Cell Death
clearly above background; //, moderate signal; ///, strong sig-
nal. Given the close correlation of Msx2 expression and PCD,
we tested the effects of Msx2-forced expression in P19 cells.
Msx2 cDNA carried by an expression vector in a sense ori-
entation was stably transfected into P19 cells, and indepen-
dent clones were derived. Two clones were examined inmajority of aggregates and is localized to clusters of adjacent
cells (Table 1 and Fig. 1). In the absence of RA, Msx1 expres- detail (f8 and f13). In situ hybridization for Msx2 and Msx1
was performed on cells grown as monolayer or aggregatession is detected in cells randomly distributed in the aggre-
gate (data not shown). Levels of Msx2 are lower than levels in the presence or absence of RA. We note that all Msx2-
expressing clones appear to grow normally as monolayers.observed for Msx1 (Table 1); however, the pattern of expres-
sion partially overlaps the pattern seen for Msx1 (Table 1 As expected, Msx2-transfected cells show strong expression
of Msx2 when grown as a monolayer (clones f8 and f13)and Fig. 1). After 3 days of aggregation, both genes are detect-
able in either the presence or absence of RA (Table 1), sug- (Figs. 3C and 3D). As observed in the parental cell line,
Msx1 is not detectable in the Msx2-transfected cells growngesting that RA exposure is not required for Msx1 and Msx2
accumulation but accelerates their expression. Under both as monolayers (Figs. 3A and 3B), but is detectable upon
aggregation (Figs. 3K, 3P, and 3U), demonstrating that Msx2conditions, transcripts for these genes are localized to spe-
ci®c areas of the aggregates, suggesting that localized cell± does not affect Msx1 expression. The presence of pyknotic
nuclei (Fig. 3J) and trypan blue uptake (Fig. 3M) indicatescell interactions participate in Msx gene regulation (Fig. 1).
These observations indicate that aggregation is required for that moderate cell death initiates 2 days following aggrega-
tion. Phase microscopy of sectioned 4-day aggregates revealsMsx2 and Msx1 expression in P19 cells. We note that the
domain of Msx2 expression is smaller and restricted to areas in a central core that contain either loosely packed
cells or few to no cells (Figs. 3N and 3S). The overall aggre-fewer cells compared to the patterns obtained for Msx1 (Fig.
1), indicating that the overlapping expression patterns of gate morphologies resemble the process of cavitation re-
ported in aggregated ES cells described by Coucouvanis andthese genes, characteristic of the embryo, can be reproduced
in P19 cells. Martin (1995). Msx2 transcripts are no longer detectable in
these cores presumably due to the fact that these cells haveSince Msx1 and Msx2 show overlapping expression at
sites of PCD in the embryo (Davidson, 1995), we assessed died (Figs. 3Q and 3V). DAPI staining and trypan blue uptake
reveal massive cell death in these regions (Figs. 3O, 3R, 3T,cell death in aggregated P19 cells (with and without RA)
using DAPI and trypan blue. After 2 days of aggregation both and 3W). To compare levels of cell death in the parental
P19 cells versus Msx2-transfected cells, trypan blue uptaketrypan blue and DAPI staining do not reveal any signi®cant
levels of cell death (Figs. 1F and 1I). Some of the 4-day [and acridine orange staining (data not shown)] in whole
aggregates at several time points (0±4 days) was measured.aggregates are labeled with trypan blue (Fig. 1N) and DAPI
staining reveals a small area of pyknotic nuclei (Fig. 1K). We found that we could accurately count up to 40 stained
cells in an aggregate; thus, we set this number as a thresholdWe conclude that P19 cells are able to undergo regulated cell
death at low levels, therefore providing an in vitro model for for scoring cell death. We note that aggregates scored as
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FIG. 1. Induction of Msx1 and Msx2 in P19 cells by aggregation. (A±D) Phase (A, C) and dark®eld (B, D) photomicrographs of P19 cells
grown as monolayers for 4 days in the presence of retinoic acid and hybridized with probes corresponding to Msx1 (A, B) and Msx2 (C,
D). No labeling is detectable with either probe. (E±I) Two-day aggregates analyzed for Msx expression and cell death. Phase (E) and dark®eld
(G, H) photomicrographs of serial sections through a 2-day aggregate hybridized with probes corresponding to Msx1 and Msx2. The domains
of expression of Msx1 and Msx2 overlap in a discrete area of the aggregate. (F) DAPI staining of the boxed area in E. No pyknotic nuclei
are observed. (I) Trypan blue vital staining of 2-day whole aggregates also reveals no signi®cant cell death. (J±N) Four-day aggregates
analyzed for Msx expression and cell death. Phase (J) and dark®eld (L, M) micrographs of serial sections through a 4-day aggregate hybridized
with probes corresponding to Msx1 (L) and Msx2 (M). Labelings for Msx1 and Msx2 overlap in a discrete region of the aggregate; however,
the signal for Msx1 is stronger and more widespread, whereas Msx2 labeling is weak. (K) DAPI staining of the boxed area in J. Bright
staining corresponding to nuclear fragmentation is seen (see arrow). Cell death was also assessed by vitally staining whole aggregates with
trypan blue (N). As shown, cells in a discrete area of the aggregates show trypan blue staining. Scale bars  30 mm except for F and K at
10 mm.
containing 40 stained cells likely contain a signi®cantly
larger number; thus, our criteria are stringent. The percent-
age of cell death was obtained by dividing the number of
aggregates with more than 40 blue cells by the total number
of aggregates. We observed that the level of cell death is
highest after 3 to 4 days of aggregation in the parental P19
cell line (10±15%) (Fig. 4). In contrast, these levels of cell
death are achieved following 2 days of aggregation in the
Msx2-expressing cell lines (f8 and f13). To control for possi-
ble variations in cell behavior following our selection proce-
dures, additional stable cell lines were derived following
transfection with Msx2 in the reverse orientation (r8). No
signi®cant differences were noted in either expression ofFIG. 2. Msx1 and Msx2 expression overlaps in R1 ES cell em-
Msx1 or levels of cell death compared to P19 parental cellsbryoid bodies. (A±C) Phase (A) and dark®eld photomicrographs of
(Figs. 3E±3H and 3X±3BB and Fig. 4). By 3 and 4 days, levelsserial sections through a 4-day embryoid body hybridized with
of cell death in the Msx2-expressing lines (f8 and f13) areprobes corresponding to Msx1 (B) and Msx2 (C). Labelings for Msx1
twofold higher (20±30%) compared to controls (P19 andand Msx2 overlap; however, the signal for Msx2 is stronger com-
pared to the P19 aggregates. Scale bar  20 mm. r8) (Fig. 4). An increase in cell death is readily detectable in
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FIG. 3. Msx1 and Msx2 expression and PCD in Msx2-expressing P19 cells. (A±D) Phase (A, C) and dark®eld (B, D) photomicrographs of
Msx2-expressing cells (f8) grown as a monolayer and hybridized with probes corresponding to Msx1 (A, B) and Msx2 (C, D). While no
signal for Msx1 is detectable, a strong signal for Msx2 is detected in every cell. (E±H) Phase and dark®eld photomicrographs of r8 (reverse
orientation for Msx2) cells grown as monolayers and hybridized for Msx1 (E, F) and Msx2 (G, H). No labeling is detectable with either
probe. Phase (I) and dark®eld (K, L) photomicrographs of serial sections through f8 cells aggregated for 2 days and hybridized with probes
corresponding to Msx1 (K) and Msx2 (L). Labeling is detectable with both probes. (J) DAPI staining of the boxed area in I. Bright staining
corresponding to nuclear fragmentation is seen. Trypan blue vital staining (M) con®rms cell death in some aggregates by 2 days. Phase
(N, S) and dark®eld (P, Q, U, V) photomicrographs of serial sections through f8 cells aggregated for 4 days and hybridized with probes
corresponding to Msx1 (P, U) and Msx2 (Q, V). Labeling for Msx2 at these stages is absent in areas of dying or dead cells presumably due
to the expected degradation of cellular transcripts. Phase microscopy reveals areas with different cell morphologies (S) and with loosely
packed cells (N, S). DAPI staining of these regions reveals fragmented nuclei (O, T). Trypan blue uptake in whole aggregates reveals large
regions of cell death (R, W). (X±BB) Phase and dark®eld photomicrographs of serial sections through r8 cells aggregated for 4 days and
hybridized with probes corresponding to Msx1 (Z) and Msx2 (AA). Labeling for Msx1 is restricted to a small area of the aggregate. In this
case, labeling for Msx2 is barely above background. No signi®cant cell death is observed at this time point, as assessed by DAPI staining
(Y) and trypan blue exclusion (BB). Scale bars: A±H  25 mm; I±BB (except J, O, T, and Y)  30 mm; J, O, T, and Y  15 mm.
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FIG. 4. Aggregates of Msx2-expressing lines exhibit a marked increase in cell death. P19 (parental cell line), r8 (reverse-control), f8, and
f13 (Msx2-expressing) cells were aggregated in the presence (/) and absence (0) of RA. Cells vitally stained with trypan blue after 4 hr
and 1, 2, 3, and 4 days of aggregation were counted. The total number of aggregates and the aggregates that showed more than 40 blue
cells were scored and percentage death values were obtained by dividing the number of aggregates with more than 40 blue cells by the
total number of aggregates. We set the threshold at 40 cells/aggregate as we found that we could not accurately count the number of
stained cells in an aggregate above 40. We note however that usually aggregates contained either a very large number or very small number
of stained cells. Error bars indicate standard deviations. For each data point, at least three separate assays were performed, consisting of
at least 60 aggregates per assay. In control P19 and r8 cell lines, cell death occurs primarily after 3 to 4 days of aggregation, while the
same levels (10±15%) of cell death are reached only after 2 days of aggregation in the f8 and f13 clones. An increase in cell death is
observed in the f8 and f13 clones already 1 day after aggregation (5% of the aggregates show signi®cant cell death). Levels of cell death
in the f13 and f8 cell lines after 3 and 4 days of aggregation are twofold higher than the control levels (from 20% to greater than 30%).
The same results were also obtained when cell death was assessed using acridine orange (data not shown).
the f8 and f13 clones by 1 day of aggregation (5% of the bryoid bodies (Coucouvanis and Martin, 1995). Since consti-
aggregates show signi®cant cell death), indicating that tutive Msx2 expression can increase PCD in P19 aggregates,
Msx2 also accelerates PCD (Fig. 4). Levels of cell death in but has no effect when cells are grown as monolayers, we
the f13 and f8 cell lines after 3 and 4 days of aggregation tested whether cell±substrate adhesion would affect PCD
are twofold higher than the control levels, ranging from in Msx2-expressing cells. We allowed aggregates from early
20% to greater than 30% (Fig. 4). time points to adhere to a substrate. Cells were aggregated
for 1 or 2 days and plated for 2 or 3 days. We observed that
P19 aggregates adhere weakly to the culture substrate and
Msx2 Upregulates Cell Death via Apoptosis retain their overall morphology (Fig. 6A). We note that cells
which stain for trypan blue are located at the top surfaceProgrammed cell death has not been documented in P19
of these aggregates (Fig. 6A). In contrast, Msx2-expressingcells; thus, to verify that the cell death observed re¯ects
aggregates adhere and spread over the culture dish (Fig. 6B)apoptosis, aggregates of Msx2-expressing cells (f8) from the
and no cell death is detected (Figs. 6B and 6C). To exclude3-day time point were processed for electron microscopy.
the possibility that dead cells were present but detachedAt the ultrastructural level, cells undergoing apoptosis are
characterized by the loss of contact with neighboring cells, from the dish, we carefully monitored the aggregates 6 hr
condensation of the cytoplasm, fragmentation of the nuclei, and 1, 2, and 3 days after plating. The Msx2-expressing ag-
and formation of apoptotic bodies (Wyllie, 1981). The cell gregates adhere strongly to the dish by 6 hr after plating and
membrane remains intact and cells can transiently appear no signi®cant number of ¯oating cells is observed in these
to be convoluted. As shown in Fig. 5, we observed a local- cultures (data not shown). We quantitated PCD under these
ized region of dead or dying cells which display morphologi- conditions (Fig. 6C). P19 and f8 cells were aggregated in the
cal features diagnostic of all stages of apoptosis (from cells presence of RA. Cells were plated as aggregates onto tissue
with lobular outline and cytoplasmic organelles packed at culture dishes after 1 day (A1d) or 2 days (A2d) of aggrega-
one pole to apoptotic bodies) in the center of aggregates of tion, when levels of PCD in the aggregates are still low.
Msx2-expressing cells. Two (A1dP2d, A2dP2d) and 3 (A1dP3d) days after plating,
cells vitally stained with trypan blue were counted. Total
numbers of aggregates and the aggregates that showed moreSubstrate Interactions Promote Cell Survival than 20 blue cells were scored and percentage death values
were obtained by dividing the number of aggregates withIt was recently reported that interactions with the extra-
cellular matrix rescue cells from cell death in ES cell em- more than 20 blue cells by the total number of aggregates.
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FIG. 5. Msx2 expression results in apoptosis. Transmission electron micrograph of the foci of dead cells present in Msx2-expressing cells
after 3 days of aggregation. Cells display morphological changes typical of apoptosis. Cell±cell contact is lost and condensation of the
nuclei is noted in most cells. The arrow indicates an apoptotic body, at a late stage, consisting largely of nuclear fragments. The region
shown here is representative of the core area of aggregates (magni®cation: 35001).
Msx2-expressing cells do not show any signi®cant trypan ing cells (data not shown), suggesting that cell death re-
quires cell±cell interactions for both signals. We also testedblue uptake (Fig. 6A) in contrast to the parental cell line
which reveals trypan blue uptake at all time points (Figs. the effect of exogenous BMP4 on aggregates of parental and
Msx2-expressing P19 cells. Trypan blue uptake was mea-6B and 6C). We conclude that Msx2-expressing cells are
preferentially rescued by substrate interactions. sured in aggregates at several time points (2±4 days) and
the percentage of cell death was calculated. In the BMP4-
treated parental P19 cell line, we observed a modest increase
BMP4 Induces Msx2 Expression and Increases Cell (2±3%) in cell death after 2 days of aggregation compared
Death in Aggregated P19 Cells but Not in to untreated P19 cells (Fig. 7C). P19 cells treated with BMP4
Aggregated Msx2-Expressing Cells show levels of cell death that are indistinguishable from
levels observed for Msx2-expressing cells after 3 and 4 daysSeveral studies have demonstrated a close correlation be-
of aggregation (Fig. 7C). Addition of BMP4 has no effect ontween BMP4 and Msx gene expression and PCD (Graham
Msx2-expressing cells which already show maximal levelset al., 1994; Zou and Niswander, 1996). The current model
of cell death. We conclude that addition of BMP4 and ec-based upon these previous reports is that BMP4 induces
topic expression of Msx2 have equivalent effects.Msx2 expression. We tested whether this was the case in
P19 cells. Since aggregation of P19 cells is accompanied by
some Msx2 expression, we assayed whether BMP4 could
DISCUSSIONinduce Msx2 transcription in P19 cells grown as a mono-
layer. We noticed a marked induction of Msx2 as detected
by in situ hybridization as early as 1 day after exposure The model system described here provides a means to
dissect the molecular steps involved in mediating the cas-(Figs. 7A and 7B). We noted that BMP4 has no observable
effects when added to monolayers of P19 or Msx2-express- cade of events between Msx2 gene expression and PCD.
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Homeogenes are well documented as regulators of pat-
terning during development (Chisaka and Capecchi, 1991;
Lufkin et al., 1991; Jegalian and DeRobertis, 1992). It seems
likely that they participate in the spatial regulation of PCD.
Data presented here provide the ®rst functional evidence
that a homeogene can directly affect the occurrence of PCD
but that this process involves cell interactions which ulti-
mately mediate the ®nal cellular fate.
We have shown that Msx1 and Msx2 are induced by
aggregation in the P19 embryonal carcinoma cell line. In
these aggregates the domain of Msx2 expression is more
restricted compared to the patterns obtained for Msx1;
thus, the overlapping expression patterns of these genes,
characteristic of the embryo (Davidson, 1995), are also
reproduced in P19 cells. An additional similarity to the
embryo is that the overlapping expression of Msx2 and
Msx1 precedes PCD. Our observation that ectopic Msx2
expression in P19 cells results in an increase in apoptosis
in aggregates but not in single cells suggests that Msx2
does not regulate PCD in a cell autonomous manner. The
importance of cell interactions is further demonstrated
by our result that cell ±substrate interactions can inhibit
the process of PCD in Msx2-expressing P19 cells. Cou-
couvanis and Martin (1995) have recently demonstrated
that ES cell embryoid bodies can serve as a model for
PCD accompanying cavitation of the early embryo. We
note that ES cells such as the R1 line examined in this
study undergo pronounced PCD during embryoid body
formation. Consistent with a role for Msx2 in this pro-
cess, we see high levels of the Msx2 transcript in R1
cells compared to P19 cells. EC cells are derived from
pluripotent teratocarcinoma cells (Martin, 1980) and
their failure to undergo pronounced cavitation likely re-
¯ects a different repertoire of gene expression during ag-
gregation compared to bona ®de ES cells. Nonetheless,
EC and ES cells show similar aggregation-dependent re-
quirements for subsequent differentiation into speci®c
the aggregate adhere to the dish. The aggregates appear ¯at, cell±
cell contact is lost or diminished, and many cells start to migrate
out of the aggregate. No signi®cant trypan blue uptake is observable
in these aggregates, indicating that cell±cell contract is necessary
for PCD and adhesion to the substrate is a signal for the arrest of
PCD. (C) P19 and f8 cells were aggregated in the presence of RA.
Cells were plated as aggregates onto tissue culture dishes after 1
day (A1d) or 2 days (A2d) of aggregation, when levels of PCD in
FIG. 6. Msx2-expressing aggregates adhere to the substrate with the aggregates are still low. Two (A1dP2d, A2dP2d) and 3 (A1dP3d)
high ef®ciency, accompanied by a block of PCD. (A) Dark®eld pho- days after plating, cells vitally stained with trypan blue were
tomicrograph of P19 cells aggregated for 1 day, plated as aggregates counted. Total numbers of aggregates and the aggregates that
on tissue culture grade plastic dishes for 2 days, and vitally stained showed more than 20 blue cells were scored and percentage death
with trypan blue. Only cells at the periphery of the aggregate adhere values were obtained by dividing the number of aggregates with
to the dish (arrows) and the top and center regions of the aggregate more than 20 blue cells by the total number of aggregates. Error
show cell death as revealed by trypan blue uptake. (B) Dark®eld bars indicate standard deviations. For each data point at least three
photomicrograph of Msx2-expressing cells treated as described for separate assays were performed. Msx2-expressing cells do not show
A. The Msx2-expressing lines clearly show different adhesive prop- any signi®cant trypan blue uptake, while in the parental cell line
erties compared to the parental cell line. The majority of cells in trypan blue uptake levels are higher at all time points.
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cell types such as nerve or muscle. Coucouvanis and Mar-
tin have proposed that a ``death signal'' emanates from
the visceral endoderm in ES embryoid bodies, whereas a
``survival signal'' emanates from the columnar epithe-
lium lining the embryoid body cavity (Coucouvanis and
Martin, 1995). This two-step model provides a framework
whereby PCD is spatially regulated. The number of cells
that die in vivo during this stage is thought to be very
small (three to four cells) and thus presents a signi®cant
challenge in actually correlating our observations in P19
cells to cavitation in vivo. The role of Msx1 and Msx2
during this early stage of development remains to be in-
vestigated. Nonetheless, we show here that both genes
are expressed at high levels in embryoid bodies formed
from ES cells. In addition, Msx1 and Msx2 are expressed
at numerous sites of PCD later in development. Based on
the data presented here, we propose a molecular model
by which PCD is spatially regulated during development
(Fig. 8). BMP4 exposure at speci®c sites competent to
express Msx2 results in Msx2 expression and, in turn,
Msx2 expression confers the potential for PCD. The deci-
sion to undergo PCD is subsequently a function of cell±
cell interactions, whereas ECM interactions will pro-
mote cell survival. Evidence to substantiate this model
is as follows. The dependence of the process of PCD upon
the local cellular environment is characteristic of the
embryo (Fallon and Saunders, 1968; Saunders and Gasse-
ling, 1968; Hurle and Ganan, 1986; Graham et al., 1993,
1994). One well-studied example of this is found in re-
gions of prospective cell death of the early limb bud, such
as the interdigital region. If the limb ectoderm is re-
moved, cell death of the interdigital mesenchyme is pre-
vented (Hurle and Ganan, 1986). Tissue transplantation
experiments reveal that the apoptotic elimination of neu-
Msx2. The photomicrograph shows a double exposure revealing
low levels of red grains. (B) P19 cells cultured as a monolayer and
treated with BMP4 for 24 hr. Cells were hybridized with a probe
corresponding to Msx2. The photomicrograph shows a double expo-
sure revealing high levels of red grains over many cells. Scale bar
 30 mm. P19 and f8 cells were aggregated in the presence and
absence of BMP4 (/BMP4). Cells vitally stained with trypan blue
after 2, 3, and 4 days of aggregation were counted. Total numbers
of aggregates and the aggregates that showed more then 40 blue
cells were scored and percentage death values were obtained by
dividing the number of aggregates with more than 40 blue cells by
the total number of aggregates. Error bars indicate standard devia-
tions. For each data point, at least three separate assays were per-
formed, consisting of at least 90 aggregates per assay. In P19 cells
treated with BMP4, a 2±3% increase in cell death is observed after
2 days of aggregation compared to untreated P19 cells. At this time
point 10±15% of Msx2-expressing aggregates show signi®cant cell
death, regardless of BMP4 treatment. With the exception of un-
treated control P19 aggregates, levels of cell death are indistinguish-
FIG. 7. BMP4 induces Msx2 transcripts and mimics the effects of able and maximal by 3 and 4 days of aggregation, suggesting that
Msx2 expression in aggregated P19 cells. (A) P19 cells cultured as BMP4 mimics the effects of Msx2. Addition of BMP4 to the Msx2-
a monolayer. Cells were hybridized with a probe corresponding to expressing cells has no effect on cell death levels.
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FIG. 8. Model for Msx2 regulation of PCD in the BMP4 pathway. BMP4 exposure at speci®c sites competent to express Msx2 results in
Msx2 expression and, in turn, Msx2 expression confers the potential for PCD. Depending on the cellular milieu, two possibilities exist:
(1) the decision to undergo PCD is a function of cell±cell interactions or (2) ECM interactions will promote cell survival. Note that signals
from the ECM also rescue the aggregated cells in contact with the ECM.
ral crest cells in the chick rhombomeres 3 and 5 is depen- We note that the time course of Msx1 induction by aggre-
dent upon an interaction with the neighboring even- gation and the occurrence of PCD in P19 cells are tightly
numbered rhombomeres (Graham et al., 1993, 1994). coupled, suggesting that Msx1 may also participate in PCD.
These same manipulations also alter the expression of We have previously reported that constitutive expression
Msx2 and BMP4 (Graham et al., 1993, 1994). Interest- of Msx1 in determined cell lines results in oncogenic trans-
ingly, BMP4 has no effect on rhombomere 4 which never formation (Song et al., 1992). Several studies indicate that
shows PCD (Graham et al., 1994). Rhombomere 4 also the simultaneous induction of proliferation and differentia-
does not express Msx2 (Graham et al., 1993). Several lines tion programs can result in apoptosis (reviewed by Willams
of evidence indicate that BMP4 can induce and/or main- and Smith, 1993). For instance, constitutive expression of
tain Msx2 and Msx1 expression (Vainio et al., 1993; Gra- the oncogene c-myc in growth-arrested ®broblasts results
ham et al., 1994). Recent experiments using a dominant- in apoptosis (Evan et al., 1992). The observation that over-
negative BMP-receptor reveal that PCD is attenuated in lapping expression of Msx2 and Msx1 precedes cell death
the chick limb and that Msx2 expression is uniquely in the embryonic limb and the cephalic neural crest sug-
down-regulated (Zou and Niswander, 1996). Therefore, gests that Msx1 cooperates with Msx2 in a similar manner
the induction of PCD and Msx expression are dependent in the embryo.
upon speci®c cellular interactions. Taken together, we It is well accepted that the ®nal morphogenetic pattern
propose that BMP4 is part of a regulatory loop which of any embryonic structure is dependent upon maintained
induces Msx2 and subsequent cell death. Data presented cellular interactions. We note that Msx2 expression in the
here further corroborate this notion. In P19 cells, Msx1 embryo is not limited to cells fated to undergo PCD (Coelho
and Msx2 are induced only upon aggregation which is et al., 1991); therefore, the cellular consequence of Msx2
followed by PCD. We have demonstrated that forced ex- expression (death or differentiation) is likely to be position-
pression of Msx2 enhances PCD in P19 cells. We note a
ally dependent. The outer layer of the aggregates of Msx2-
modest increase in cell death after as early as 1 day of
expressing cells does not undergo PCD, giving rise to a ®nalaggregation in Msx2-expressing lines. In response to
morphology resembling cavitation in the embryo and inBMP4, P19 cells express Msx2 and P19 aggregates show
embryoid bodies (Coucouvanis and Martin, 1995). We ob-the same levels of cell death as Msx2-expressing cell ag-
serve that when Msx2-expressing aggregates are allowed togregates. Addition of BMP4 to Msx2-expressing cell ag-
adhere to a tissue culture dish, the cells rapidly spread overgregates does not affect levels of cell death, suggesting
and tightly anchor. In contrast, the parental P19 aggregatesthat there is no synergistic effect between BMP4 and
weakly adhere to the culture dish and retain their overallMsx2. Thus, PCD stimulation by BMP4 or ectopic Msx2
aggregate morphology, suggesting that Msx2 expression af-expression results in equivalent seemingly maximal lev-
fects cell adhesion properties. This is consistent with obser-els of PCD. The absence of signi®cant levels of cell death
vations by others that ECM-derived signals, involving inte-at earlier time points (cells grown as monolayer/4 hr)
grins, mediate cell survival and PCD in different systemsindicates that this process requires additional steps that
(Meredith et al., 1993; Brooks et al., 1994, 1995; Montgom-occur via cell±cell interactions. The contribution of RA
ery et al., 1994; Re et al., 1994; Boudreau et al., 1995).to this process appears minimal as we note an accelera-
We have furnished a direct demonstration that Msx2 cantion of cell death in P19 and Msx2-expressing aggregates
direct the spatial regulation of PCD. We propose that Msx2but no change in overall levels of cell death. Thus, the
is the transcriptional link in the BMP4-mediated PCD path-teratogenic effects of RA in the embryo may re¯ect an
altered kinetics of gene expression. way. The ultimate characterization of direct gene targets of
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in Biology and Pathology,'' pp. 35±73. Chapman and Hall, Lon-Msx2 should help further elucidate the cascade of events
don.leading to PCD in the embryo.
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